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AVOIDING SEXIST PRONOUNS 
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Ouri ng a recent tour a gracious host proudly pointed out to 
his female guest one of his city's many 11ftbridges, noting that 
it was designed by a woman engineer and worked very well. After a 
pause he quickly added, "Of course, they all work well." 
Evidently he realized that In his enthusiasm he liiid inadvertently 
uttered a patronizing sexist statement. 

This kind of subconscious sexism--a "gee whiz" attitude to a 
woman's professional ability--is still legion; nevertheless, as 
this anecdote al so shows, there is an increased awareness of the 
problem. Awareness of sexism--especially in language--has grown 
out of the discussions and publications of the last two decades. 
In this paper we wi 11 briefly review some of the major themes in 
the literature, referring to Canadian works whenever possible, and 
offer practical ways to overcome one of the most common problems 
of sexism in writing: the inappropriate use of gender-specific 
pronouns. 

Although inappropriate sexist language 1s that which dis
criminates against either se>t, historically it tends to exclude 
(or to imply exclusion of) women, or to stereotype women in 
certain roles. A wealth of material has been published on sexist 
language, ranging from early anecdotal or impressionistic works to 
more recent research studies. While the following overview is not 
by any means exhaustive, it refers to works which are representa
tive of the types available. Publications on sexist language In 
general Include linguistic, communication and philosophical 
studies [1-11), practical "how-to" works for professionals 
[12-16), publishers' recommendations [17-20], and the recommenda
tions of special Interest groups and federal government depart
ments, particularly In Canada [21-30). Increasingly writers' 
manuals are devoting brief sections to sexist language [31-34], 
and whole manuals on the art of nonsexlst and other nondiscrimlna
tory language have appeared [35-37). One study suggests that 
editors of company newsletters, at least, may have heeded the 
advice provided in such works [38). American business and 
technical communication literature, including textbooks, also 
d~nonstrates the concern for nonsexist language (although much of 
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the discussion in this field is still derivative and prescriptive) 
[39-45]. Unfortunately, more needs to be done in Canada.I 

Four Areas of SexiSll 

Generally speaking. the focus in a 11 these pub 1 i cations has 
been on four main areas of sexism in English: different courtesy 
titles for men and women; separate occupational titles for men and 
women performing the same job; the use of "man" to refer to people 
in general; and the use of "he," "his," and •himself" to include 
women. Handling the first three problems has been relatively 
straightforward. 

First, many women adopted the courtesy title "Ms• to denote a 
status equi va 1 ent to men ("Mr.•); by removing the i ndi cation of 
marital status of the traditional titles "Mrs." and "Miss," use of 
this neutral title sought to change a perception that an indica
tion of women's marital status somehow subordinated women to men. 
(This trend is reversing: many women now do not use "Ms" (41. 
p.25; 11, p.164], probably because of its association with early 
strident feminism or because they choose to indicate marital 
status.) Perhaps another approach fs to change men's courtesy 
titles using the rather archaic "Master" as well as "Mister." In 
business correspondence, however, it is becoming customary to 
eschew courtesy titles altogether: both women and men use full 
names in the signature line and sometimes in the salutation (as in 
"Dear John Smith"). 

Second, organizations have changed position titles so that 
they are no longer gender-specific; and in some countries, 
including Canada, governments have published dictionaries of new 
occupational titles l47]. Noticeable changes in Canada, for 
example, include "flight attendant" in place of the former 
"steward/stewardess"; "po 1 ice officer" for "po 1iceman/po1 ice
woman"; "letter carrier" for "maflman" and "server" for "waiter/ 
waitress." Host of these titles happily avoid the clumsiness of 
changing the "man" suffix to "person." Whole government agencies 
and other organizations have also changed their names to reflect 
their actua 1 constituency: Canada Manpower has become Canada 
Employment Centre; the Workmen's Compensation Board has become the 
Workers' Compensation Board; and the National Museum of Man has 
become the Canadian Museum of Civilization. 

lFew Canadian works on business and technical communication exist. 
and those that are available do not include discussions of sexist 
or nonsexist language. One notable change has occurred, however: 
Ron Blicq's popular Technically-Write! reflects nonsexist usage in 
its subtitle. Originally published as "Communication for the 
Technical Han" in 1972, it became "Communicating in a Techno
logical Era" in its second edition in 1983 [46]. 
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Third, writers have consciously avoided using "man" to refer 
to everyone. A notable, and now classic example, is anthropo
logist Peter Farb's 1978 work Humankind, in which he explained his 
deliberate choice of the nonsex1st noun in his title [48]; only 
ten years earlier Farb had used the conventional generic noun in 
his Man's Rise to Civilization as Shown by the Indians of North 
America. In addition to "humankind," other collective nouns avoid 
the implication that women are excluded: people, society, human 
race, humanity, etc. However, we st 111 need to resolve such 
problems as manhole, man overboard, one-upmanship, horsemanship, 
manslau hter, man-eater, man-hunt; the "man-girl" inequality as in 
man Fridal ~irl Friday; and the unnecessary qualifier in "woman 
engineer,' 'woman 1 awyer," etc. 

Other problems with sexism have been identified in the 
literature, including the demeaning reference to women according 
to their physical attributes (e.g., "the blonde"), their lower 
occupational status (e.g., "the girls in the office"), and their 
implied possessive relationship to men as in "man and (his) 
wife". These problematic descriptions are harder to correct, 
except the 1 ast one, whi eh we now accept as "husband and wife." 
More subt 1 e prob 1 ems sometimes occur: a recent example in an · 
Ontario university newsletter informed readers that at the Learned 
Societies Conference "the expected attendance of the Royal Society 
of Canada is 350 people, including wives and children." In a 
letter to the editor, a scientist expressed her dismay at the 
implication that either there were no female fellows of the Royal 
Society or husbands do not attend conferences. 

The Pronoun Proble111--C01110n Solutions 

Despite such occasional slips, the above solutions for 
courtesy and occupational titles and the generic use of "man" 
clearly show that much has been achieved toward the goal of 
nonsexist language, particularly in the workplace. A continuing 
concern which has no easy solution, however, is the use of the 
generic pronoun "he" and its variants to refer to a collective 
noun or to one which is not gender-specific. For example, in the 
sentence "The applicant must bring his resume" the pronoun "his" 
is grammat i ea lly correct but tends to imply that women are not 
included in the statement. Attempts to overcome this problem can 
sometimes lead inadvertently to stereotyping; for example, the use 
of the female pronoun in an advertisement for a coimtunity nurse-
"The successful applicant must have her own car"--can leave the 
erroneous impression that onlr a woman can fill the position. 
Unfortunately, the use of "he' consistently with an explanatory 
note indicating that the pronoun refers to both sexes, though 
common in legal documents, shows a lack of concern for the reader; 
moreover, this attempted solution does not remove the perceived 
inequity in the language. Studies have indicated, in fact, that 
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the word "he" does not conjure up images of both sexes in the 
minds of readers, butonly the single image of "male" L9, pp.73-
74; 35, pp.35-38; 43, p.87]. To avoid these potential pitfalls, 
writers have advanced a variety of solutions. The most common 
suggestions, perhaps, are the following: 

1. invent a new pronoun; 
2. alternate male and female pronouns; 
3. use "he or she"; 
4. use "they" as a singular pronoun; 
5. pluralize the noun; 
6. use the second-person pronoun or the neutral "one"; 
7. eliminate the pronoun reference. 

While these suggestions can be useful, they can also be 
problematic, especially for use in functional communications. 

1. Since the eighteenth century writers have proposed upwards of 
eighty new English pronouns to convey the meaning of both sexes in 
the same singular word (10, p.190]. Here are just a few of the 
suggestions [4, p.131; 10, pp.205-209; 11; 35, p.47; 49]: 

thon/thons 
co/cos/coself 
E/E's/Em 
na/nan/naself 
e/es/em 
she/heris/herim 
she/shis/shim 
ve/vis/ver 

tey/tem/ter(s) 
hesh/hizzer/himmer 
hir 
heshe/himer/hiser 
on 
s/he 
ho/hom/hos/homself 
hue/hues/hume 

While the intent behind their invention is laudable, these 
neologisms have failed to gain support or interest, have been 
treated with contempt or derision, and have been used only rarely, 
1f at all. Without general acceptance they become barriers to 
communication themselves and so are not suitable solutions for any 
genre of writing. 

2. Some writers have alternated pronoun gender from sentence to 
sentence or within larger units (paragraph to paragraph or chapter 
to chapter) to refer to both sexes equally. However, this 
technique can lead to confusion and tedium for the reader, and so 
is not recommended for functional communications. 

3. Using "he or she" and similar expressions can also give equal 
attention to both sexes, but can clutter up writing and generallr, 
is clumsy. Too many can mar any communication, and so "he or she' 
(or "s/he") must be used sparingly. 

4. "They" and "their" are used frequently as singular pronouns 
in everyday speech--it is simpler and more natural to say "Every
one must bring their own beer" than to use "Everyone must bring 
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his own beer." Although the use of the plural pronoun has been 
sanct1oned by well-known wr1ters for centur1es, and has been 
proscribed by grammarians only 1n the last two hundred years [2], 
1t is still often censured for formal writ1ng. Therefore, us1ng 
the plural form 1s not recommended in formal technical or business 
communications. 

5. A more efficient and less clumsy method is to pluralize both 
the noun and the possessive pronoun. Thus "Everyone must bring 
his own beer" becomes "Partygoers must bring their own beer." Yet 
this approach may not always be ideal--especially 1f you want to 
personalize the communication. 

6. To personalize, the second-person pronoun can be used. Thus 
"Everyone must bring his own beer" becomes "You must bring your 
own beer," which 1s suitable for singular or plural ~· 

7. Often wr1ters eliminate the pronoun altogether. Thus "Every
one must bring his own beer" becomes "Everyone must bring beer." 
However, the sense may change in the process. For example, if 
this revision does not convey exactly the same message (since it 
is conceivable that someone does not drink beer, why bring it?), 
then minor changes are required to improve the sentence, depending 
on the context: "Anyone who wants to drink beer at the party must 
bring it." 

These suggestions applied singly do not always achieve the goal of 
nonsexist convnunlcation. Nevertheless, conscious attempts to 
combine them and other approaches will increase the nonsexist tone 
throughout a piece of wr1t1ng. The aim should be to minimize 
sexist expressions in an efficient, invisible way, to write in as 
neutral a manner as possible. The reader should neither be 
conscious of awkward attempts at unbiased writing nor feel the 
attempts overpower the message through overuse [38]. 

The Pronoun Proble11--0ther Solutions 

In addition to these seven commonly identified ways of reduc
ing the number of sexist pronouns, writers often offer examples of 
"writing around the problem" or "recasting" the sentence. In 
general, however, they do not identify the specific grammatical 
techniques used; moreover, seldom do they offer more than one or 
two examples of "recasting." Perhaps the most detailed exception 
so far is that of Chr1st1an [43], who shows eight ways to 
substitute other pronouns and four ways to eliminate troublesome 
pronouns. 

The fo 11 owing 1 ist represents an attempt to identify more 
fully the specific ways to avoid the use of gener1c pronouns. 
The list offers a preliminary class1f1cat1on of techniques with 
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examples. In each pair of examples, the first phrase uses a male 
pronoun and the second gives an alternative which avoids it. The 
main goal of the list is to outline specific methods for writers 
and teachers of writing to achieve nonsexist communication. 
Perhaps it might also form a basis for detailed research into 
gender-specific pronouns, the1r use and their effects on tone, 
style and propriety in technical and business writing. Finally, 
teachers may find that an In-class analysis of the large variety 
of methods used to avoid sexist pronouns can form an Interest Ing 
and informative introduction to sentence and clause structures in 
expository prose. To encourage teachers to try these analyses, a 
brief exercise with suggested answers follows the list of 
solutions. 

THE PRONOUN PROBLEM - OTHER SOLUTIONS 

DEFINITENESS AND PLURALITY 

I. Definite Article 

If the teacher is aware that~ lesson will be assessed ••• 

If the teacher is aware that the lesson will be assessed ••• 

2. Indefiniteness 

••• for the teacher to walk into his class ••• 

••• for the teacher to walk into class ••• 

3. Indef1n1te Article 

Perhaps the student's problem is more basic still: his 
inability to ... 

Perhaps the student's problem 1s more basic still: an 
inability to ... 

4. Unartfcled Plural 

The teacher should use visual aids in presenting his lessons. 

The teacher should use visual aids in presenting _ lessons. 
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5. Unarticled Singular 

The successful applicant must send.!!..!! acceptance within a 
month. 

The successful applicant must send ~acceptance within a 
month. 

6. Consistent Plural 

The successful language student can be encouraged to explain 
1iOW he has analyzed ~exercise. 

Successful language students can be encouraged to explain how 
they have analyzed their exercise_!. 

1. Inconsistent Plural 

No one failing this course can complete~ program. 

No one failing this course can complete their programs. 

CONTINUITY 

8. Full Repet1t1on 

How can the teacher help language learners? He can ••• 

How can the teacher help language learners? The teacher 
can ••• 

9. Partial Repetition 

The child who has been well nurtured becomes a well-balanced 
adult. He is better able to ••• 

The child who has been well nurtured becomes a well-balanced 
adult. The well-nurtured child is better able to ••• 

10. Generic Noun 

When a student makes an utterance that needs expansion or 
rephrasing, he can be encouraged to do this. 

When a student makes an utterance that needs expansion or 
rephrasing, the speaker can be encouraged to do this. 
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11. Synon111 

The student needs to acquire the ability to infer meanings in 
words. He must also discover ••• 

The student needs to acquire the ability to infer meanings in 
words. The pupil must also discover ••• 

12. Acronp 

The psychologically deprived child can become a serious 
problem in society. He often later resorts to violent and 
criminal acts. 

The psychologically deprived child can become a serious 
problem in society. The PDC often later resorts to violent 
and criminal acts. 

13. Untriggered Associate/Perspective 

The diligent student can expect to receive good grades for 
~work. 

The diligent student can expect to receive good grades. 

DESCRIPTIVE CLAUSES 

NOTE: The following examples of descriptive clauses are all 
non-defining; however, it is probably possible to use 
defining clauses for these categories to avoid sexist 
pronouns. e.g. "Teachers who always consider the use of 
visual aids may nevertheless--rf nd them unsuitable for some 
purposes." 

14. Relative Clause 

The teacher should always consider the use of visual aids. 
He may find them unsuitable for some purposes, however. 

The teacher, who should always consider the use of visual 
aids, may find---rhem unsuitable for some purposes. 

15. -ed Clause 

The language learner may be faced with living in the target 
country. He will then undergo "culture shock." 
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The language learner, when faced with living in the target 
country, will undergo "culture shock." 

NOTES: 1. -ed clauses can often be reduced to a single 
adjective (e.g., "questions which he has attempt
ed" becomes "questions attempted" or "attempted 
questions"). 

2. -ed clauses are, of course, agentless passives. 

16. -ing Clause 

The teacher writes the vocabulary on the board. He then 
separates the different parts of speech. 

The teacher writes the vocabulary on the board, separat~ 
the different parts of speech. 

17. Yerbless Clause 

The student is usually eager to learn real-life language. 
But he may be less keen to learn grammar. 

The student, usually eager to learn real-life language, may 
be less keen to learn grammar. 

18. to-Infinitive Clause (Passive) 

The winner will be announced next class. 
presented with the award on Founders' Day. 

He wlll be 

The winner, to be announced next class, will be presented 
with the award on Founders' Day. 

19. to-Infinitive Clause (Active) 

The writer's aim is to create a plausible sales message. He 
can only achieve this by providing convincing infonnation. ~ 

The writer's aim, to create a plausible sales message, can 
only be achieved by providing convincing information. 

20. Apposition 

The whale is the largest mammal on earth. He constantly 
migrates along continental shorelines. 
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The whale, the largest mammal on earth, constantly migrates 
along continental shorelines. 

21. 111th 

We were dealing with the highly motivated student. He 
generally had a broad linguistic background. 

We were dealing with the highly motivated student, generally 
with a broad linguistic background. 

ELLIPSIS 

22. Subject E111ps1s (Active) 

The teacher can collect sentences of various structures and 
he can group them ••• 

The teacher can collect sentences of various structures and 
_ can group them ••• 

23. Subject Ellipsis (Active - Passive) 

24. 

25. 

The student pays fees to the Home University; he is classed 
as a "visiting graduate student" at the Host University where 
no fees are paid. 

The student pays fees to the Home University and is 
classed as a "visiting graduate student" at the-Host 
University where no fees are paid. 

SubJect-Modal E111psfs 

The student must attend 
assignments on time. 

regularly and he must submit al I 

The student must attend regularly and submit all 
assignments on time. 

Subject-Verb E11fps1s 

The student may feel that certain things are inadequately 
expressed in English. He may also feel that some things are 
not adequately expressed in Ciluba. 
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The student may feel that certain th1ngs are inadequately 
expressed in Engll sh and that some thl ngs are not 
adequately expressed in Cil~ 

26. Adjunct Replacement 

The teacher can help students use actives and passives 
together by analyzing formal description. He can also help 
them do this by having them write such texts:--

The teacher can help students use actives and passives 
together by analyzing formal description and by 
having them write such texts. 

27. Ust 

The teacher can bring humour into the classroom. He can 
change the pace. He can make learning a joy ••• 

The teacher can bring humour into the classroom, can 
change the pace, and can make learning a joy ••• 

INFORMAL USES 

28. You/Your 

The student's assignment is to learn a new tense. He 1s 
given a list of regular verbs to select from. 

Your assignment is to learn a new tense. You are given a 
lTSt of regular verbs to select from. 

29. We/Our 

The teacher seldom gets ready-to-use direct ions from 
grammarians. He can, however, produce~ own. 

We seldom get ready-to-use directions from granmari ans. We 
can, however, make our own. 

30. I 

If the teacher had to express the same ideas, could he use 
the same structures and words? 

If I had to express the same ideas, could 
structures and words? 

use the same 
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31. Ill!Jt!rat he 

The student should answer the easy questions first. He 
should then re-read and answer the rest. 

Answer the easy questions first. Then re-read and answer the 
rest. 

FORMAL USES 

32. One/One's 

The student should always re-read !!1!. examination responses. 

One should always re-read one's examination responses. 

NOTE: The UK system one ••• one, though frequently considered 
rather pompous-;--mustnow be preferred over the US 
one ••• he. 

33. Agentless Passfve 

The teacher asks a question, and throws a ball to a student, 
who answers and returns the ball. He can vary this procedure 
in a number of ways. -

The teacher asks a question and throws a ball to a student 
who answers and returns the ba 11. This procedure can be 
varied in a number of ways. 

(Also see -ed clauses earlier.) 

34. Agentfve Passive 

The student sometimes submits essays written by others. To 
receive credit, all work he submits must be his own. 

The student sometimes submits essays written by others. To 
receive credit, all work submitted by a student must be 
written by that student. 

NOTE: The agent in an agent fve passive can be any form of 
continuity except, of course, a personal pronoun 
(e.g., by him); here repetition is used. 
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SUBSTITUTE CLAUSES 

35. Inverted 

The writer may wish to delay stating the agent as long as 
possible. He can do this by using a by-phrase at the end of 
the sentence. 

The writer may wish to delay stating the agent as long as 
possible. A ~-phrase at the end of the sentence can serve 
this purpose. 

36. C011bined 

The teacher can guide 1 earners into habits of intelligent 
guessing from context. He does this by a kind of catechism 
of leading questions. 

The teacher can guide learners into habits of intelligent 
guessing from context, by a kind of catechism of leading 
questions. --

(Al so see Adjunct Replacement earlier.) 

IMPLICIT CONNECTION 

37. Indirect Object 

It is easier for a student to remember the correct use of 
expressions if they are presented to him in meaningful 
sentences. 

It is easier for a student to remember the correct use of 
expressions if they are presented ___ in meaningful 
sentences. 

38. Object 

If the student is asked for the passive counterpart, it does 
not help him much to know the transformational "rules." 

If the student is asked for the passive counterpart, it does 
not help_ much to know the transformational "rules.• 
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39. Reflexive 

If a student misbehaves himself on the trip, appropriate 
action will be taken. 

If a student misbehaves 
will be taken. 

on the trip, appropriate action 

40. Subject with Anticipatory •it• 

At some time the teacher can simply state that something is 
wrong. At other times it may be worthwhile for him to ask 
the student to explain the answer. 

At some time the teacher can simply state that something is 
wrong. At other times 1t may be worthwh11 e to ask the 
student to explain the answer. --

41. Temporal -ing Clause 

42. 

It 1s inadvisable for a trainee to use a new aid if he is 
giving a practical test. 

It is inadvisable for a trainee to use a new aid while giving 
a practical test. 

T111e A~unct 

The ~ifted student may lose interest in academic work in his 
yout • 

The tfted student may lose interest in academic work during 
yout • 

OmER 

43. Modal Inftntttve 

The student needs to be seated so he can see all information 
presented. (or "to enable him to see") 

The student needs to be seated so as to be able to see all 
information presented, 
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44. Existential •There• 

The teacher often has difficulty teaching articles and 
prepositions to ESL students from China. He can, however, 
simplify the task. 

The teacher often has difficulty teaching articles and 
prepositions to ESL students from China. There are ways, 
however, of simplifying the task. --

45. Noun COlllpll!lllentation 

The student may, within two days, rewrite the essay rejected 
by the teacher and require him to accept it. 

The student may, within two days, rewrite the essay rejected 
by the teacher, and require its acceptance. 

46. Defining C0111f>lex Subject 

If a student ls aware of damage being done in residences, he 
has a duty to report it. 

Any student aware of damage being done in residences has a 
duty to report it. 

NOTES: 1. Relative, -ed, -1ng, and verbless clauses can 
form part of the complex defining subject; a 
verbless clause ls used here. 

2. Triggered reflexive associates ("a student whose 
grade ls ••• ") are also used. 

47. Nolltnattve Noun 

Should a student prove disruptive during a practice session, 
he will be required to withdraw from the program. 

Should a student prove disruptive during a practice session, 
withdrawal will be required. 

48. Purpose Clause 

The local successful applicant will be sent an application 
form and he wi 11 be asked to complete and return it for the 
regional competition. 
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The local successful applicant will be sent an application 
form to complete and return for the regional competition. 

49. Direct Verb 

The student may make his selection of electives from those 
listed for the department. 

The student may select electives from those listed for the 
department. 

50. Intransitive Verb 

The graduate student needs a supervisor who can assist and 
stimUlate him effectively throughout the program. 

The graduate student needs a supervisor who can function 
effectively throughout the program. 
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EXERCISE IN AVOIDING SEXIST PRONOUNS 

Use various methods of avoiding the sexist pronouns in the 
following. 

1. By frequently and quickly responding to journals, the 
instructor can avoid long weekends of journal reading, and 
she can monitor the progress of each student. 

2. If the purpose of the journal is to prepare for class, the 
instructor might explain that she will call on the student to 
read from his journal. 

3. When an instructor explains the weight of the journal, she 
can also explain how she will grade the entries. 

4. If the instructor wants the student to react to class 
lectures and respond to readings, she could give him a model 
entry for his journal. 

5. If a student wants to study at another approved university 
outside Ontario: 

(a) he must register as a full-time resident and he must pay 
his fees at the other university. During his period 
away from this university, he must maintain his 
registration here; however, he will be exempted from 
paying his tuition fees for that period. For the period 
to be counted towards his residence, the work he 
performs must be equivalent to that which he would have 
accomplished over a similar period at this university. 

6. Each town reeve applicant must list two persons whom she has 
asked to submit confidential letters about her ability. 

7. A candidate for this award must be a citizen of Canada, or he 
must have held landed innnlgrant status for one year prior to 
his submitting the application. 

8. Unsatisfactory performance by the student may cause 
proceedings to be instituted requiring him to withdraw from 
his prograllllle. 

9. If a student can demonstrate that his transcript is in some 
way misleading, he may appeal to the Board of Studies to have 
the error corrected. 

10. Assuming a student attempts four or more courses during the 
year, and his average performance in the courses which he has 
passed is less than 60 per cent, he will be placed on 
probation. By the end of his probationary period he must 
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have raised his overall average on all courses which he has 
passed to at least 60 per cent, or he wi 11 be required to 
withdraw. 

11. The customer makes her selection from about 2,500 items 
di sp 1 ayed behind transparent pane 1 s so that she can see the 
products but she cannot remove them. She inserts a small 
plastic card in a slot and she presses a button to select her 
item. She then receives the item she has selected, and she 
puts it in her cart. 

12. Having assessed the manner in which his particular industry 
is likely to expand over the future years, the plant manager 
or engineer may not experience too much troub 1 e in roughly 
estimating an optimum layout for the plant which could serve 
him efficiently for at least ten years into the future. He 
will then find, however, that there 1s no way in whi eh the 
existing production volume of the plant can support the 
immediate construction cost of his complete new facility. 
This is because he must obviously initiate the construction 
process on his current operational budget, while the reason 
he needs the new facilities is because his operational budget 
is too low. 

ANSWERS 

1. and can monitor (subject ellipsis) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

that students will be asked to read from their journal~ 
(agentless passive, plural) 

When explainine ••• the instructor can also explain how the 
entries will e graded. (temporal -ing preceding main 
clause, passive) 

students ••• readings, it might be a good idea to give them a 
model entry. {plural, anticipatory it, plural, untriggered 
associate) ~ 

S. (a) the student must register as a ful 1-time resident and 
pay fees at the other university. Ouring the period 
away-"from this university, the student must maintain 
regi strat lon here, but wi 11 be exempted from payTng 
tuition fees for that period. For the period to be 
counted towards residence, the work performed by the 
student must be equivalent to that which would have been 
accomplished over a similar perlod at this university. 
(full repetitlon, ellipsis, unarticled plural, definite 
article, full repetition, unarticled singular, subject 
ellipsis-passive, unarticled singular, agentive passive 
with full repetition, agentless passive) 
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6. who has been asked ... about the applicant's ab11ity. (agent
less passive, partial repetition) 

7. or __ have held ... prior to submitting the application 
(subject-modal ellipsis, temporal -ing) 

8. requiring withdrawal. 
associate) 

(noun complementation, untriggered 

9. Any student who can demonstrate that the trar.script ... may 
appeal (defining relative clause, definire-irticle} 

10, A student who has attempted four or more courses during the 
year and whose average performance in courses passe~ is less 
than 60 per cent will be placed on probation. By t e end of 
the probationary period the student's overall average on all 
caurses Jassed must have been raised to at least 60 per cent, 
or with rawal will be required. (defining complex subject 
with defining relative and triggered associate clauses, 
defining -ed clause as predicative adjective, definite 
article, full repetition, defining -ed clause as predicative 
adjective, agentless passive, nominative noun) 

11. makes selection~ (or selects) ••• so that they can be seen but 
not removed. After insert.1!:!.9. a small plastic card in a slot 
and press.1!:!.9. a button, the customer receives an item ~ 
in the cart (unarticled plural (or direct verb}, agelitleSS 
passive, agent less passive, temporal -ings, ful 1 repetition, 
indefinite article, purpose clause, definite article) 

12. ...the particular industry ... The entrepreneur will then 
find ... could operate efficiently ... cost of the complete new 
fac11ity. ThlS is because the construction process must 
obviously be initiated on t~current operational budget, 
while the reason the new facilities are needed is because the 
operational budget is too low. (definite article," 
intransitive verb, generic noun, definite article, agentless 
passive, agentless passive, definite article} 
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